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J_S_ purposes, this smthc_olc_y As applied tO two
postulated accidents (one for the surface

This study pr•mantra • gqmezic Imth0_l_ that facilities end the othe,t for the underground
can be used to evaluate the uncertainty in the facilities) for the prospective Yucca Itountain

calculated accidental off•kt• doses at the Yucca z_pository.
Mountain zeposito_ during the pz_closure

period. For demonstration purposes, this _THODOIX)GY _ MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS
Nthodolc_y is applied to two specific accident

scenarios: the first involves a crane _opping Accident dose calculations use analytical
an open container with consolidated fuel rods, _dels that predict hew various input parameters
the second Involves container failure during
emplecemlnt or removal operations. The effect the dose consequences. This study

considers the variability end uncertainties of
unoertsintles of thlrteen parameters are input paramlters to dete_m/ne the resulting
quantified by various types Of probability
d/stributions. The Latin Hypercube Sampling uncertainty for the accident doses._ncer_ainties in the accident scenarios and in
smthod As used to evaluate the uncertainty of

the snal1_ical models used to calculate the
the affairs dose. For the crane-drop scenario

doses are not specifically addressed.
with concurrent filter failure, the doses due to
the release of airborne fuel particles are

This study uses the following four basiccalculated to be 0.0lg, 0.32, and 2.8 rem at
steps to evaluate the uncertainties in the

confidence levels Of 10t, 50t, and 90t, off•ire ra_iol_ical doses:
respectively. For the container failure

scenario with concurrent filter failure, the 90% • Develop accident scenarios, establish dose
confidence-level dose is 0.21 rem. models, and identify Parameters that have

.TJ_TRODUCTXON unc• rts inr ies.

• Screen parameters to determine those with the
Several prel_Amina_M radiological-safety greatest uncertainties (some _u_nt is used

analyses have been performed for the prospective in this step).
Yucca Mountain repository, z._,_ These studies

eval_ate_ the offsite doses that could result • _antify uncertainties of parameters by
f:_ various postulated accidents during the defining ranges and types o_ probability
pr•closure period. The accidental doses, distributions (experimental data and _ud_nt
hod•vet, have s high level of uncertainty are used in this step).
because of the vi_e variability of the input

pare-,mters, the lack of detailed infatuation and • Evaluate uncertainty propagation by
data on the repository, and _he limited statistically c_ining input-paru_ter
knovle_e of the phenomena involw_d in the uncertainties to obtain the dose uncertainty
accident ec_narios. (the Latin Hypercube Sampling M_thod As used

to smqple the input par_ters; using these
In recent Fears, uncertainty analyses have sample values, the offslte dose values are

been applied to postclosure performance calculated to detetm4ne the probability
assessments of the g_ologic disposal of nuclea_ dist=Lbution of the dose).
waste. 4 _his paper s_matizes s study that

developed a _ethodolc4_ for evaluating the In this study, the s_:}or •ssua, ptions
uncertainty _m accidental offaite do•es during pertain to the analytical mo_el used to
the preclosure period. For _e_onstzation calculate the dose. These are s_rized below

_hls work was perfonmd under the au_plces of the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Civilian Radioactive _aste Mans_nt, Yucca Mountain Pro_ect Office under contract DE-
&C04-7_DP007_ 9.
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ms follows: facilities. These accident scenarios include

crane load-drop accidents, fuel-handling
• The particle size distribution generated from e_uipmlnt failures, container failures, various

errs(Listed spent fuel pellets after a structural failures, end collisions of
mechanical impact in the same ss that from transport-cask vehicles•
non-irradiated spent fuel pellets un_e_ the

same impact. This study considers one accident for the
murface facility and another for the underground

o The mass fraction of respirable-size particles facility (I) The surface-facillty accident
As a linear function of the impact energy, involves a crane dropping an open container of

(This _pencblnce is adopted frown experimental ¢onsoli_ted fuel ro_s. (2) The underground

data of glass apeclmlns. ('ro's) facility accident involves a container failure
An the eaplace_int borehole during emplac_nt

• Cemi_ is not released so gap activity from OZ removal operations.
breached f_el cladding in a zoom ten.stature
environnmnt.

• Deposition of rad/onucli_es (gravitational The analytical model for calculating doses _
settling and plateout) inside the valte- as _Lvi_d into the following five parts:
handling builcLing is Deglected. evaluation of radionuclide inventory, evaluation

of radionuclide release, evaluation of

• The aUsospheric dispersion factor (X/O) _s radionuclid_ tranmport through the
evaluated using the Gaussian plume model with building/facility, evaluation of radionuclide
Pemquill-Gifford dispersion coefficients, oy transpor_ through the atmosphere, and evaluation

and Oz. e In this model, Z represents the of rldiation dose. A sequence of sub,oriels As

downwind concentration iCi/ore 3) and 0 developed to describe and evaluate the numerous

represents the release rate (CA/s). physical and chemical phenomna associated with
each part of the model. A large number of

STEP 1: DEVELOP SCENARIOS, ESTABLISH DOSE paramlters with uncertainties are identified in
MODELS, AND IDENTIFY PARAMETERS WITH this le_uence of subm_dols. The five parts of
UNCERTAINTIES the preclosure dose model and the parameters

that affect offslte radiatlon doses are

Accident Scenari_s identified in Table I and descri_>ed below.

The previous safety analyses 1'2°3 developed Radionuclide _nventorv. The
nuu_erous types of accident scenarios for both radionuclide Inventory depends on the number of
the surface facilities and the underground spent fuel assemblies involved in the accident

TABLE 1. PARAMETERS THAT AFFECT ACCIDENTAL OFFSITE RADIATION DOSES
,,= i i

Rl_ionuclide Radlonucli_e Radionuclide Transport Radionuclide Transport Dose
_nv_nt_rv Ite_ _ase Mithin Fac___tv Yhrou_h_tm_lmhlre Eval uatinn

Masts type Gap rs_io- GrsvltatAonsl Min_ spee_ and Dose
(e._., PWR, activity settlin_ velocity direction conversion
BWR, or factors
h_qh-level Radionucllde Plsteout constant Atmospheric stability
waste ) releele late clssa Bresthln_

aas,_spenaAon rate
U-235 F_odbreach Ground surface

' _ric_'u.ent 'fre_'_ion Facility diMnslons rouqhness helqht E.posure times

InltAal l_q_ac_enerqy _Ir lelke_e rl_el Air.me $i_e
uranium partlcle _enslty dAatrlbutAon
l_din_ in _nergy Filtration of inhale_
f_el partitAon effAclenc¥ D_sAtion velocity airborne
use_bly fe_or particles

Tenperature Resuspension

Burnup Escape factor
Terrain t opo_rsphy

Coolin_ tame Size diltrlbutlon
of fractured Tm.perat ure

Size and waste particles
contents of Distance to site
container Mass fraction of boundary

respirable
lumps r of partlcAes
_al_e forms

Temperature
,. i



scenario and the quantities of :•lloisotopos in released from the gap of breached rods.
each assembly, and is given by

The respirable fraction of a simulated
radionuclide inventory - n AA high-level waste (_LW) gS•sn specimen resulting

from • mlchanical impact As approximately
where n - number of spent fuel assemblies proportional tc _.he impact energy density

AA - radioactivity of isotope i in each according to the following expression: 6,7,s
assem_), (CA)

PULF - a (_/v)
Data f:_ Roddy _ show how AL varies with
different enrichments, burnup•, and cooling where PULF - renplrable fraction of specimen

tames for spent fuel from pressurized water a- fracture coefficient, measured
reactors (PWR) and boiling water reactorn (BWR). experimentally (cm3/J)
Variations in burnup correlate with variations E - ian•ct energy absorbed by the
in onrictmmnt. Table 2 shows the U-235 _aterial (J)

enrichmlnts used by Rod_ for specific ranges V - volume of tho material absorbing
of spent fuel burnup. For various spent fuel the impact energy (cre))
types, burnup• (with correlated enrichnmnts),

and cooling timJa, values of A_ are obtained The above relation was adopted by

using data from Roddy s and interpolating as MacDougall: and in used in thin submodel with the
necessary, assumption that At As valid for irradiated fuel

pellets in fuel rods. This assumption As based
on the Judgment that glass and fuel pellets

TABLE 2. CORRELATION OF BURNUP AND ENRICHMENT would behave in a similar manner because them
are both ceramic materials.

Burnup Enrichment The impact energy •asoclated with the
S__nt l,'utl Tv,_e _,_ __ scenarios evaluated in this study results from

- -- accidental drops of spent fuel assemblies.

PWR 0-33 3.2 Hence, the impact energy can be expressed as
PWR 33-60 4.2 follows :
BWR 0-27.5 2.8

E-mghBWR 27.5-40 3.5

t GWd/MTU - Gigawatt-days/Metric Ton of where m - mann of the waste form (kg)
Uranium g - gravitational acceleration (m/s_)

h - drop height (m)
m, ,m .....

During an accidental drop of a spent fuel

7aaai_nucl_de Pelease. The suh_nodel for assembly, a fraction of the impact energy will
be absorbed by the structural materials, fuel

radionuclide _eleane accounts for releases of assembly end fittings, fuel rod cladding, and
K:-85 gas and respirable-size pnrtlcles other non-fuel hardware. The res_ining fraction

(diameters less than I0 microns) of fractured of the impact energy wall be absorbed by thefuel from breached fuel rods as a resul_ of a

fuel-handling accident, fuel pellets. An energy-partition factor (EPP)
was therefore introduced by MacDougall; to

The scenarios evaluated in this study represent the fraction of the total impact
involve accidental drops of spent fuel energy absorbed by the spent fuel pellets.
assemblies. For accidental drops from short
heights, only • fraction of the rods in the The submodel for radionuclide releases also

spent fuel assemblies may be breached. A fuel- includes escape factors (ESCs) to account for
rod breach fraction (fbr) in used in thi_ the fractions of airborne particles that escape

from breached confinement barriers (e.g.,
submodel, which assumes that fbr i8 proportional cladding, container, borehole/transporter cask,
to the drop he,ght for h_ights lens than three and shipping cask). Therefore, radionuclide

me_er8, and that all fuel rods would breach for releases are described by the following
drop heights grs•tsr than three m_ters, expression:

fbr " h/3 if 0 • h • 3 fraction of inventory released -
- ]_ if 3 • h fbr FKr for krypton

where h - drop height (m) fbr a (mgh)(EPF)(ESC)cla_ (ESC)borelV
for fractured fuel particles

A fraction of the radionuclides in a spent The parameter ESthete in not applicable to

fuel assembly are gases or volatiles. These the scenario in the packaging hot cell
nuclides can be collected in the gap between the

fuel pellet and the cladding. The fraction Radionucllde TransPort /n Facil_ M.
released to the gap As referred to as gap Airborne radioactivity released into the waste-
activity. The nu_odei includes a release
fraction (F_:) of Kr-85 to account for the handling building or into the underground

fraction of total krypton inventory that may be facility may leak out into the atmosphere or may



be filtered prior to d/scharge. The su_model According to Slade, 9 DEP can be expressed
used in this study accounts for the reduction in in terms of a reference DEP' as follows:

particle releases due to filtration by including
a _econtam/nstion factor (OF): vd U'/v' d U

DEP - DEP'

fraction of releases that are discharged _o
the atmosphere - DF The parameters vd and U are the deposition

veloclty and wind speed under consideration,
where DF - I for gaseous ra_Lionucli_es and respectively. DEP' As a reference deposition

for scenarios in which the factor and was calculated by Slide 9 for various
filtration System fails downwind _Latances and atmospheric stability

classes, for a reference deposition velocity of

Other aspects of radionuclide transport v, d m 0.01 m/s, and a reference wind speed of U'
within the building/facility are stud/sd - I m/a.
elsewhere, and future stu_Ltes must address this

subject. This As especially important for The deposltAon _elocity, vd, in determined
underground accident scenarios because airborne using a series of calculated curves that gave v_

particle deposition in underground cL_ifts and es a function of wind speed, particle density,

shafts may be significant, end particle dlameter. I0

ILnd_onuc_id_ Tran.Bp_ Through Following MacDougall, I the dry _l:_Sition
_. Airborne radionuclides released factor (DEP) can be evaluated using the
from surface end/or underground facilities will following assumptions: a distance to the site
be ¢Liluted as the _ad/onuclide8 sre dispersed boundary of 5 km, an atJ_ospheric stability class
through the atmosphere. The 8irbornG particles F, a certain logno=mal particle-size

also wall be removed from the air stream as they cListributlon for a fractured UO_ sample, _ and a
are deposited on the ground. These dilution and surface roughness of Z cm for saooth desert
deposition _echanlsms contribute significantly surfaces. Values of DEP can be determ/ned for

to the reduction of rad/ation doses at the site dlfferent wind speeds and a fitted curve can
boundary, approximate the results by the following

equation:
Atmospheric dispersion, which represents

the effect of dilution, is evaluated by the DEP - 0.176 inU + 0.1226
Gaussian plume model as follows:

X/_ " l/EUOyOz where U - wind speed (m/s)

Also, a deposition coefficient, _, is
where X/Q - atmospheric dispersion factor introduced tO account for variations in DEP

(s/m3) owing to different Particle size distributions,

U - wind speed (m/s) atmospheric stability classes, ground surface
Oy - horizontal d/spersion coefficient roughness heights, and other effects.

(m)

O z - vertical dispersion coefficient The submodel applies the dry _eposltion
(m) factor (DEP) only to airborne particles released

during accidents in which t_e filtration system
The above e_uation applies to ground-level fails (i.e., DEP is included only if DF - I in

releases. The value_ of Oy and O z are functions the previous su_model). Thl8 is b_cause most of

of downwind distance and atmospheric s_abillty the airborne particles with diameter large: than
class. MacDougall; calculated Oy and O z using I m/cron will be filtered by the high efficiency
the Pas_uill-Gifford system. _ particulate air (HEPA) filter. As a result, few

airborne particles released to the _tmosphere
Airborne particles transported through the after filtration will be deposited within the 5-

atmosphere may be _eposited on the 9round by km site boundary. Therefore, DZP can be
gravitational settling, eddy diffusion, and ezpressed as follows:
other smchanisms. (In this study, wet
deposition As not studied because of the DEP - _ (0.176 inU + 0.123) for particle

infrequent precipitation at the site.) This releases with filter failure
su_o_el includes • dry deposition factor (DEP) m I for gaseous releases and for
•o represent the fraction of released particles scenarios with the filtration system
that, remain airborne during transport to the operating
site boundary (the remaining particles are
deposited on the ground and do not contribute to The sub_hodel for atmospheric transport is
offside doses), therefore described as follows:

The bEP (Sependa on the wind speed, a_J_ospheric transport _8ctor - DEP/R_JOyOz
atmospheric stability class, release height,

gxound-surface roughness height, particle offslte Ra_a_Lon Do,,. After 8

density, particle _i_me_er, and downwind postulated release of radioactivity from the
distance (_o the site boundary) as described in repository, sn in_/vidual could be exposed to

Sleds, _ Sehmel, I0 and MacDougall. 1 rad/arSon primarily in the followin_ two ways:
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internal exposure from the Inh•l•tlon of the STEP 3: QUANTIFY UNCERTAINTIES OF SELECTED
rad/o•ctive material in the plume as it passes PARAMETERS
by, e_ external exposure fr_ A]_Iraion in the
plumm. The calculations in MacDougall 2 The uncertainties of the 13 parameters

' lad/card that the inh•lltlon doses •re _ch i_ntifled •bore •re quantlfied by daVellOplng a

llr_r than the iamersion _ose8. Consequently, probability distribution for each parameter.
only the inhalation doses are included in this V•rlous prob•billty d/ltributlonb are
sulmDdel. All dose conversion factors (DCFs) constructed for the selected pa=nesters on the

used in thls report reflect 50-_er dose basle Of either eEperiment•l dot• •hd analysis
cosrAiUmnts, or by engineering Jud(punt.

NacDougall I _term/ned that the oz,•ns _naa_a_n_y of S_,t Fu.1
receiving the l•z_elt doles are the lung (vh_n
considering Kt-85 releases) and the bone (when The accident scenarios considered in thin
considering fuel particle releases). Therefore, uncertainty analysis involve the dzop of a
this su_u_el aa,L_esses doses to rhone two c_ntainer holding consolidated spent fuel in the
organs only. The sut_odol As described as packaging hot cell or in the undo=grs.and
follows: borehole. According to Hill, 12 585 cent•in•ts,

each holding 6 consolidated pWR assemblies and
dose per second to oz_•n :} per unit 32? containers each hold/ng le consolidated BWT_

concentr•tion of radioisotope i - SlSeablies vail be emplaced in the repository
(R) (DCFA_) each Fear. Therefore, given • crane drop

accident, the probability As about 10t that the
where R - breathing rate (m3/s) accident wall involve the drop of • container

DCFAj - ash•aiSles dose conversion holding PWR fuel and 40% that the •colOnS will
facto= for red/oisotope i to involve BWR fuel.

organ J (rem/Oi inhaled) D,_ertalntv of Spent Fuel Burnup

The sure, oriels described above are cce_bined

to gave the equations used to calculate The variation of burnup for s_ent fuel
accidental radiation doses at the site boundary assemblies As given in DOE. l) On the basis of
for the two selecte_ specific scenarios. The that ddt•, the probability distributions of PWR
general form of these equations As similar to and BWR spent fuel burnup are plotted as
those specified by the Nuclear Ro_ulato=y histograms in Figure I.
C_nlssAon: _:

Do_elun_ m n AKr fbr FKr (I/EU_¥O z) R D_FKr,lung

Dose_ne " n fbr _ (mgh/V) r,PF ESCcla_ ZSCbore O.O
DF (DEP/_O_z) R (_ Ai DCFi,bone) 0.8

The above two equations •re used to perform 0_
the uncertainty analysis, o.e

0.|

STEP 2: SCREEN INPUT PAP_%METERS FOR UNCERTAINTY o,_

ANALYSIS o._

The parameters li=ted in Table 1 are 0.t

screened qualitatively to i_entify some of those o._
that contribute most to the uncertainty of the o
calculated dose. Because this study iS only a _s k_o _O-_S _1_0 _O-n _-_o _0._ s_O _o_s
preliminary •nalysls, I lim/_ed number of BtW_t_(_WeWTt_
Par_ter8 sre selected for u_ertainty

analyses. It should be noted that no Figure I. Probability Distribution for the

sensitivity •nalysis As performed here, end the Durnup of Spent Fuel
_mcer_•inties of SOm_ Of the plrmters are loft
for future Study, even though their
contributions to the uncertainty of the offsite

dose have not been shown _o be negligible, un_e_alnty _f £_ent Fuel Co_)In_ T;-_
After the initial screening, 13 parameters with

ma_or uncertainty are identified for further The probability distribution of the cooling
analysis. These parameters are the spent-fuel time o_ • spent fuel assembly involved in a
t15_ (PWR or BWR), spent-fuel burnup, spent-fuel container drop •cc._¢kent c_n be obtained from the
cooling time, the Kt-D5 role•so fraction, the data given in DOE ;4 and fro_ the conclusion that

dropping height of t_e container, the energy the occurrence of an acci_ent ii equally
PaRities factor, t_ aBS fracture coefficient, probable fOr every Fear. The results are shown

the cla_ng-escape factor, the borehole-escape in Figure 2 sn a hlstc,_r_m Mote this the total
factor, the filter-_econtam/nation foCtOlr, the

wind _l:,_l_d, the dry-_eposition coefficients, and probability expressed by the hist_ram is equal
the l_sphe=ic-sta_ili'_y clls8, to I.



0.4 interaction is a complicated phenomenon and
o._ requires further analysis. Xn addition, the

container ,_y fall sideways and land on its edge
o.i or the rods may buckle. Xn ali these cases,

0._s only a fraction of the energy wall be absorbed

o.t by the fuel pellets. For the purposes of this
study, the value of the energy partition facto:

o._s (E_F) of a consolidated fuel rod As assumed to
range from 0.I to 1.0 with a normal

o.i _iat ribut ian.
0._

0 tJncertalnty of Cla_4n_ Esca_ Pactor

1_-1414-1010.-10 I0-,_0 I_0-|| IP-_a _-U I_-H 11-U I_M_| 81-_

After cladding rupture, the internal (void)
OOOLI_II_0_J_qS) gas that can be pressurised up to hundreds of

pea for i PWR asse_ly i_ released. Th_.
Figure 2. Probability Distribution for the released gas, which includes Kt, can expel a

Spent Fuel Cooling Time fraction of the fracture,_ airborne-size fuel

particles. _ recent calculation 26 for an end-on
cLrop of a fuel rod showed that the botto_

t_n_ez_aln_y of Kt-aS Release Fraction portlon of the cladding and a few fuel pellets
at the botto: undergo plastic deforsation (i.e.,

For K_-85, the gap activity varies from fuel fracture wall occur where a cladding
almost 0t to 30t with close to a uniform ruptures). In such a case, At As plausible that
cListrAbution (see WoocLYey15) . Ali of the Kr-85 s large fraction of the airborne fuel particles
in the gap would be released from a breached will b_ carried out by the internal gas.
fuel rod. In this study, a uniform _/stribution However, under stress, the cladding could fail
with a minisnun of 0.1t and a maximum of 30t As at the weakest point (i.e., thinnest, dented, or

adopted for FKr. hydrated location). In case the cladding fails
at some location other than th_ impact point

_ncer_a_n_v of Dr_D Helaht (bottom portion), a smaller fraction of airborne

fuel particles will be carried out by the

Based on the repository conceptual design internal gas° In the present s_udy, the escape

by NacDougall, _ many operations are conducted in factor As taken to be between 0.1 and 1.0 with a
the packaging hot cell. The packaging hot cell normal distribution.
ceiling is 18 meters above _he hot cell floor,
the crane railing As approximately 1.5 meters Uncertainty of Borehole Escape Factor
below the cail_ng, and the crane grapple is 1.5
meters below the railing. The container length If lt lo assumed that the gases and
As 4.5 meters. Therefore, the maximum height airborne particles released from a breached
that s container can fall As about l0 meters, cladding are mixed uniform/y and that the

As a li=st approximation, this study assuw_s gravitational settling and Aspect deposition of

that _he crane failure probability As the airborne particles are neglected, then the
independent of the container height. That is, particle escape factor from a borehole (ESthete)

the drop height within the packaging hot cell is can be expressed as the ratio of two volumes,
assumed to have a uniform distribution with a namely:

range from 0 to l0 meters.
ESCbore " NVr/(NV r + Vv)

For the container failure scenario in the

emplacement borehole, the dropping height As where N - the number of fuel rods - 1,584

assumed to have a uniform distribution, with a V r - the volume of gas released from

range between 0 and 7.5 meters, which is the one breached rod - 700 cm 3

height of the borehole. V v - the volume of the void in the
borehole and shielded cask, i.e.,

Uncertainty O_ Mass Fracture C_efflclent t_e borehole and cask vol'u_e

m_Inus the volume occupied by the
The mass fraction of resplrable-size fuel rOdS and container - 4.7 _3

particles depends on the mass fracture

coefficient and the is_act energy density. The These values result in a borehole escape
uncertainties of the data for simulated HLW factor of 0.2, which is also conservative for a

glass specimens sre given in Reference 6, which container holding 15 BWI_ consolidated-fuel
indicates that the fracture coefficient, a, can assemblies. Actually, the escape factor wall be
vary from irl0 "e om3/j tO 3x10 "_ cm3/J. A normal smaller because of the deposition of particles
distribution within this range As assumed for a. inside the borehole. Therefore, At i_ assumed

that the escape factor is represented by 8
Unc, resentFUl Enerc_ Partition Factor normal distribution with a minimu_ value of 0

and an maximum value of 0.2.
The energy partition mechanism of a

multipellet system with pellet-pellet



Un_artatnt, v of Filter Decontamlnat_n uncertainty cf Atm_Dherlc Stability Clas_

The atmospheric-stabillty class

Each filtration system 18 equipped with at d/stributlon can be obtained from the field
least two HEPA filters i_ series. An average data. Because stabillty-class data for the
decontamination factor {DF) of l0 "¢ was 88su_md repository 81te are not available, it is assumed

for the airborne fuel particles released from that stability classes C, D_ E, and F are
areas equipped with MEPA illtratlon systI_ns that equally distributed.
function properly. The actual value of DF will

vaz_ around this average value. Zt is assumed Probability distributions are constructed
in this study that the filter DF for two HEPA to quantify the uncertainties of the 13 input

filters connected in series can vary from 10 -3 to parameters. The characteristics of these

10"5, and any _alue within this range is equally d/stributions are li3ted in Table 3. The
probable, information provided by 8 probability

d/stributlon is (1) the upper and lower bounds

Uncertalntv of Dry l)eDoslt_n C_efflnlent Of the range of variation and (2) the type (or
- - shape) of the d/strlbutlon. Ideally, both

should be determined on the basis of data or

The dry deposition coefficient, p, depends analysis. In some cases, there are sufficient
on certain characteristics, such as ground-

data to derive the range and type of the
surface roughness height, size distribution of distribution; in other cases, where sufficient

particles, and atmospheric-atLbillty class, data are not avail&ble to yield the range and
Analyses indicate that possible variations in type, subjective judgment is used
the particle slze distribution wall have a
negligible effect on DEP; however, other
characteristics can cause uncertainties in _. The results in Table 3 indlcste that the
This study assumes that _ can vary from 0.5 to ranges of variation of nine par_n_ters are
1.5 and that the distribution follows 8 normal deters/ned on the basis o_ data or design
distribution. Zt should be noted that in information. The ranges of variation of three

previous safety assessments, a DEP value of 5% paran_ters (energy partition factor, cladding
was used. In this analysis, the values of DEP escape factor, and DEP) are based on Judgment.

can vary fr_ 0 03% to 80% The range of variation of wind speed is
" " determined on the basis of meteorological

Uncertainty of Wind Speed measurements st nearby locations. The types of
distribution for four parau_eters are based on
data and those for nine parameters are based on

The wind speed data presented by Church 370)8 subjective assu_tlons. Five of the probability
have been used to construct the probability distributions are normal, four are uniform, one
d/stributlon. Their data were collected from is lognormal, and three are described by

the period from July 1982 through June I%83 for histograms.
a site near the proposed repository surface
facilities and are summarized by the histogram STEP 4: EVALUATE U_CERTAZNT¥ OF OFFSITE DOSE
in Fi_re 3. Figure 3 shows that the wind speed

data can be f_irly well represented by 8 The L_tin Hypercube Sampling (LMS) Code

lognormal d/stribution with a minimum wind speed developed by Sandia Nstlonal Laboratories 19,20 is
of 0.5 m/s and a maximum wind speed of 10 mis. employed to evaluate the propagation of

uncertainties of the 13 selected input

peran_ters as listed in Table 3. The LHS method
mom_t_Y is m stratified sampling technique that ensures

coverage of the entire range of a parameter.
s., Consequently, the numbe_ of samples (N} and
0._s _ ' hence the computer time can be reduced in

comparison with the Monte Carlo method. In
o._ _SiO_RA_O_TA initial trials, N was varied from 10 to 500 and
o.tJ the results co_ared. There was _ discrepancy

as large as 20% between the r_sulta for N - 10,

o._m and 500 are in close agra_nt, indicating

oi l# | % , convergenc, is re.chad Therefore, the number

o.os }! %_ Of samples is taken tO be 100, and the LHS code
then generates 100 .sets of input paranmters.

-_"-',_ .'_ Each set contains 13 values, one for each of the0 _ ! 4 i - '_!
o t _ e s _o 5t 13 parameters listed in Table 3

WmOS_D(m_) The 100 sets of input parameters are then
used to calculate I00 values of the offsite

dose, each of which is equally probable (i.e.,

Figure 3. Probability Distribution for Wind the probability of each value 18 0.01). The 100
Speed dose values are arranged in increasing order and

plotted, 8o that the resulting curve represents
the cumulative distribution function of the



TABLE 3. PROBABILITY DXSTRZBUTXONS OF PARAHZTI_RS SELECTED FOR UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
iii| in.i i

ta_nw nf DtmTr4hut4_ ____ _ nf D4m_4hut4an

+

Lover Opper
_ _ a_Aa _._Ua_Aa_ aaxLa

Spent foeA type 2 types: pWRend BNR I_a BL|togram Data

Spent fuel burnup O GWd/MTU 60 GWd/KTU Da_a ELstogram Data

Cooling time 12 yr 33 yr Data _istoqram Data

Kr-|S release O.001 O.30 Data Onifor_ Subjective
fraction

Drepping height 0 10 m DaBign Onifo_ Sub_ec_ive
J_format Ash

lr.ser'oy partition 0.1 1 Judgment IIoHum.1. Sub:)ect Lye .**
factor

Mass fracture 1_10"4 $x10"4 Data Normal Subjective
(:eel fAcAent

ClaWing escape O.1 1 3u_ment morea1 Subjective
factor

Borehole escape 0 0.2 DasL_n IormaZ Sub_ecCLve '
factor lh format/on

rAl_er _contem/- 10 "S 10 -3 Data DnAfor_ Sub,active
nation factor

NAnd spee_ 0.S mis 10 mis Data for l_gno_al Data for
adjacent area adjacent area

Dry depos_tion 0. S i 1 ' 5 4 r Judgment Normal Subjective
coef ficienr.

atmospheric 4 classes: C, D, Z, lr DI_I UnAf=r_ Subjective
at_LALT.y c_ass

offsite dose (see FAfure 4). From the curve, RESULTS
dose values at various confidence levels can be

readily detezminod. For ezample, theze As 90t During potential radiological accidents,
confidence that the dose at the site boundary the filtered ven+.ilstion exhaust system could
wall be less the 90rh value on the plot of the oaths= function properly or could f8£1. In the
c_m_lative distribution function, event of a crane-drop accident and concurrent

failure of the filtration system, the critical
organ doses (to the bone) resulting fro_ the
release of 8Arborne fuel particles at confidence

__ levels of 10t, SOt, and 90t sre 1.gz10 "_, 3.2x10"

,- .o""'" 1, and 2.8 rem, respectiveZy. For comparison, a0.s ,NnB_mu_aco_m previous safety analysis _ calculated the offsets

0.S _lk_.""" dose to be 1.0 rem, _hIch corresponds to a0.? __D_U:) confidence level of 7lt.

0.6 .o.O,

0.6 .*'* / For th_ crane-<irop accident An _hAch the"" filtration system functions , the resulting0.4
critical _ -n doses (to the bone) st confidence

e.a ,,/ levels of I0_, SO_, and 90t are 2.0z10 "_, 1.2zi0"

O.t . 4 and 2.;)z10 "3 _-wm, respectively The dose
0.1 / ' "

reported An _eference 1 for this scenario As

0 2xi0 "3 rem, uhIch corresponds to a confidante
o o.o_st o._ o.ox o.oo, o._ o.n o.N _.s _ level of 90_.

In the event of 8 container-drop accident
and concurrent failure of the faltered
ventilation exhaust eystem, the critical organ

Figure 4. Cumulative Distributions of the doses (to the bone) at confidence levels of lOt,
Off site Bone Dose
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50%, and 90% are 6.0x10 "4, 2.5x10 "a, and 2.1x10 "1 6. L.J. JARDINE, W.J. MECHAM, G.T. REEDY,
=ehi, _espectively. Reference 3 reported th£s and M.O. STEZNDLER. Fins2 Report of
dose to be Z.ZxZ0 "_ ram, which corresponds to a Experimntal Laboratory-Scale Brittle Fracture

. confidence level of O2t. For the container Stucf/es of G2asses and Ceramics, ANL-82-39,
failure sccidient in vhich th_ filtration system Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, ZL (1982).
functions, the offsite doses at confidence

ZeveZs of 10%, 50t, 90% are £.?xl0"Se 6.4x10 "6, 7. W.J. MECHAM, L.J. JARDZNE, R.H. Pr LTO,
and 2.4x10 "4 rem, respectivel M. The dose G.T. REEDY, and N.J. STEXNDLER. .Tnr.erim Report
reported InReference 3 for thin scenario As of Brlttle Fracture Zqpact Stud/es: Development

2.1xi0 "4 rem, which corresponds to a confidence of /_thodo/ogy, ANL-81-27, Argonne Natlonal
levo1 Of 89%. I_boratory_ t,,rgonne, IL (1961).

The offs£te lung doses attributable to Kt- 8. N.J. MECHAM, L.J. JARDINE, R.H. PELTO,

05 are about the same for both t1_Pos of G.T. REEDY, and M.J. STEINDLER. "General
8cc£(lents because the release mechanisms of Kt- 8t.atlstical Descriptlon of the Brlttle Fracture

Particulates Formed by Mechanical Impacts of
85 are similar. These doses are calculated to Brittle Materials", Znd. Engr. Chem.
be 1.4z10 "_, 1.4z10 "6, and 2._z10 "S rem at Fu_Jda_ental$ 22, n4 (1963)
confidence levels of 10%, 50%, and 90%,

respectively. The dose reported for the 8_ 9. D.H.SLADE. Neteorology and Atomic
scenario in Reference I £s 2.2xI0 "_ rem, which Energy, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
co.rzespon_s to a confidence level of 99%. _ashing_on, DC (1966).
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